10:45am Report to BVNW PAC. Dress in full uniform except hat.
   • Instruments in cases and hats in boxes
   • Flutes and clarinets on buses
   • All other instruments on equipment truck
   • All hats (in boxes) with you on buses
11:15 Roll and announcements in PAC
11:30 Load buses.
11:45 Depart BVNW
12:15 Arrive College Boulevard Activities Center
1:00 field warm up
1:15 -------- transition to gate
1:30 -------- gate arrival
1:45 BVNW HOWLIN’ HUSKY MARCHING BAND PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE
2:00 -------- return to buses, put instruments in cases and hats in boxes
2:20 -------- return to stadium to watch other bands
5:15 -------- preliminary awards
5:30 -------- return to buses, eat dinner, rehearse
7:00 -------- finals performances begin
10:30 -------- finals performances end
10:45 -------- finals awards
11:15 -------- return to buses, leave for BVNW

- This is a competition. There will be 14 bands competing. We will be ranked and given a place at the preliminary level.
- All 14 bands will also be competing at the finals level. We will receive our finals performance time at the preliminary awards announcement. Once preliminary awards are over, we will establish a plan for eating and rehearsing before our finals performance.
- Please be appreciative and gracious at every turn. There are many people helping us out on this day: Bus drivers, band parents, Olathe hosts, etc.
- Take care to put your uniform away correctly. Get ALL of your performance grade points AND save your section leader a lot of work!
- Please use trash bags to keep the bus and our parking lot area nice and clean.